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is josh mandel the 'christian' values candidate or the 'judeo-christian' candidate?
Such assets create a valuation swamp that is riddled with uncertainty, imprecision and moral hazard, and puts a chunk of people’s retirement savings at stake.

the hidden costs of your super fund’s illiquid assets
President Dallin H. Oaks of the First Presidency delivers the 2021 Joseph Smith Lecture in the Dome Room of the Rotunda at the University of Virginia on Friday, Nov. 12, 2021. As someone who has had a

paul mero: the ironies of the lds church weaponizing religious freedom
The unhinged reaction from the left to Kyle Rittenhouses acquittal last week is easily dismissed as a glimpse into the rancid minds and rabid hearts of the ideological brigands of modern progressivism.

dying for a cause: meaning, commitment, and self-sacrifice
Something is grossly wrong with local, state and federal elections that deserve our attention. Since the last election, the country has spiraled down the abyss of regulatory overkill addressing voter

the future of digital art doesn’t have to be paved with troll memes and trash
Jeff Yang cautions not to let NFTs go the way of social media platforms, becoming engines of misinformation and hate. He cites as a better example of how to use technology and aesthetics artist Drue

the shape of animal law and policy to come: an interview with chris green

your view: class weigh-ins on community columnist’s view of abortion
I must admit it. I am not sleeping well at all at night. The ravens of the dark time come to feast on my discomaboluted psyche. I fear reading the news

surveying the wreckage of the world and wondering where hermanas fits in these days
Jeff Yang cautions not to let NFTs go the way of social media platforms, becoming engines of misinformation and hate. He cites as a better example of how to use technology and aesthetics artist Drue

the shape of animal law and policy to come: an interview with chris green

mediated: reshaping thanksgiving into a festival of guilt
The truth is he works for [Donald Trump] but I was too ashamed to say.” Obviously, “Donald Trump” here is a placeholder for any political figure who one wishes to insult. But the joke raises an

who’s ashamed of the work they do?
Today, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has not abandoned this materialistic outlook. Communist Party culture in fact pervades Chinese society to a degree
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